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Washington, D.C. 20505

25 September 2014
Mr. Steven Aftergood
Federation of American Scientists
175 DeSales Street, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
Reference: F-2014-00077
Dear Mr. Aftergood:
This is a final response to your 18 October 2013 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request for a copy of a new report from the CIA Inspector General on national security
classification policy at CIA, due to be completed by September 30, 2013. As you will recall, in
our 31 October 2013 letter, we informed you that we had already begun processing a request for
this information in connection with an earlier FOIA request received prior to yours. We
cross-referenced your request to the earlier one in order to send you any records that were found
to be releasable.
The earlier case was recently concluded. We located one document, consisting of 18
pages, that we determined was releasable in segregable form with deletions made on the basis of
FOIA exemptions (b )(3) and (b)(5). A copy of the document and explanation of exemptions are
enclosed. Exemption (b)(3) pertains to information exempt from disclosure by statute. The
relevant statutes are Section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, as amended, and
Section 102A(i)(l) of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended. As the CIA Information
and Privacy Coordinator, I am the CIA official responsible for this determination. You have the
right to appeal this response to the Agency Release Panel, in my care, within 45 days from the
date of this letter. Please include the basis of your appeal.
Sincerely,

./(~~
Michele Meeks
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Enclosures
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(U) Report of Evaluation
(U) Evaluation Required by the Reducing
Over-Classification Act

C _____

(b)(3)

(U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(U) This evaluation was conducted in response to a requirement contained in the
Reducing Over-Classification Act, Public Law 111-258 (7 October 201 0). The Act
requires the Inspector General of each US department or agency with an officer who is
authorized to make original classifications, in consultation with the National Archives
and Records Administration, Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO), to conduct
no less than two evaluations of that department or agency. In accordance with the Act,
the objectives of this evaluation were to:
•

(U) Assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures,
rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and effectively
adniinistered within the CIA.

•

(U) Identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or
management practices that may be contributing to persistent
misclassification of material.

(U//FO~) CIA classification policies, procedures, and regulations are consistent
with federal requirements and have supported implementation of an effective
classification management program. CIA's classification management program is
administered by the CIA Office of the Chieflnformation Officer, Information
Management Services (IMS). IMS provides an array of classification services and tools
ranging from classification policy guidance to classification management software.
~CIA Information Management Technical
According to IMS officials,
Officers (IMTOs) assist CIA personnel in accessing, protecting, organizing, and
preserving information in accordance with federal and CIA regulations. IMS has
established procedures for individuals to challenge CIA classification decisions and a
process for adjudicating classification challenges. Although CIA policies adhere to
federal standards for managing classification, there are some areas of classification
management that should be improved.

e.=

(b)(3)

(U//F~O) The CIA's fiscal year (FY) 2012 annual self-inspection of its
classification management program and report of the self-inspection did not fully comply
with the standards prescribed in Executive Order (E.O.) 13526, Classified National
Security Information, and the requirements of32 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.)
Part 2001- Classified National Security Information. CIA's self-inspection report did
not address all of the required areas and lacked sufficient details in certain areas. Our
1
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evaluation report recommends that a process be implemented to ensure that the CIA
addresses all self-inspection program reporting requirements prescribed by E.O. 13526 and 32 C.F.R
Part 2001.
(U) CIA has not established a derivative classification training program that satisfies
the E.O. 13526 requirement that persons who apply derivative classification markings
receive training in the proper application of derivative classification principles at least -~
once every two years. Agency RegulatioC_______________ __j
_!establishes a requirement for biannual training for derivative
classifiers and provides for suspending derivative classification authority for those who
fail to meet the training requirement. A computer-based derivative classification training
course was deployed in 2012. However, according to an IMS official, insufficient bandwidth restricted the number of CIA personnel who were able to access the derivative
classification training course, and only 43 percent of CIA personnel completed the course
in 2012. This report recommends that effective, mandatory derivative classification
I re(reshjtraining for CIA personnel be implemented as required by E.O. 13526 and

L_______

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

[----]

(b)(3)

Assistant Inspector General for Audit
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(U) We found no instances of over-classification in the sample oflJflnished
intelligence reports that we reviewed. However, we found numerous errors with how
required information was presented in the reports' classification blocks and with the
portion marking of the reports. Some of the errors resulted from updates to the CIA's
automated classification management tool (CMT) not being fully deployed to all CIA
users. Other errors were the result of internal processes associated with posting the
reports to the[ ____ -_- --_-----_- ] This report recommends that IMS
fully deploy the updated version oftfie CIA's classification management tool to comply
with the derivative classification marking standards and guidance prescribed in the ISOO
booklet, Marking Classified National Security Information. The report also recommends
that procedures be implemented for posting material to thL __jthat comply with the
derivative classification marking standards and guidance prescribed by the ISOO.
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(U) BACKGROUND

(U) The Reducing Over-Classification Act, Public Law 111-258 (7 October 2010),
was enacted in response to issues highlighted by the National Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United States (the "9111 Commission"). The 9/11 Commission
concluded that security requirements lead to over-classification and excessive
compartmentation of i:Q.formation among agencies. 1 The 9/11 Commission observed that
over-classification of information interferes with accurate, actionable, and timely
information sharing; increases the cost of information security; and needlessly limits
stakeholder and public access to information. The Reducing Over-Classification Act
requires the Inspector General of each US department or agency with an officer who is
authorized to make original classifications, in consultation with the Information Security
Oversight Office (ISOO)/ to conduct no less than two evaluations of that department or
agency to:

•

(U) Assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures,
rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and effectively
administered.

•

(U) Identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or
management practices that may be contributing to persistent
misclassification of material.

The first evaluation is to be completed no later than 30 September 2013. The second
evaluation will review progress in addressing the results of the first evaluation and is to
be completed no later than 30 September 2016. The Act requires that the Inspectors
General coordinate their work with one another and with the ISOO to ensure that
evaluations are conducted following a consistent methodology that allows for
comparisons across departments and agencies.
(U) On 29 December 2009, President Obama signed Executive Order (E.O.) 13526,
Classified National Security Information, which established the current principles,
policies, and procedures for classification. E.O. 13526 prescribes a uniform system for
classifying, safeguarding, and declassifying national security information. E.O. 13526
expresses the President's belief that the nation's progress depends on the free flow of
information, both within the government and to the American people. Accordingly,
protecting information critical to national security and demonstrating a commitment to
open government through accurate and accountable application of classification standards
and effective declassification are equally important priorities.

1

(U) Over-classification is the designation of information as classified, when the information does not meet one or
more of the standards for classification under E.O. 13526, Classified National Security Information.
2
(U) The ISOO is a compoqent of the National Archives and Records Administration and receives policy and
program guidance from the National Security Staff. ISOO is responsible for policy and oversight of the
Government-wide security classification system and the National Industrial Security Program.
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(U) As prescribed by E.O. 13526, information that requires protection against
unauthorized disclosure to prevent damage to national security must be marked
appropriately to indicate its classified status. Information may be classified at one of the
following three levels:
1. (U) "Confidential"-applied to information when its unauthorized
disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the
national security that the original classification authority is able to
identifY or describe.
2. (U) "Secret"-applied to information when its unauthorized
disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause serious damage to the
national security that the original classification authority is able to
identifY or describe.
3. (U) "Top Secret"-applied to information when its unauthorized
disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause exceptionally grave
damage to the national security that the original classification authority
is able to identifY or describe.
If significant doubt exists about the appropriate level of classification, E.O. 13526
prescribes that the information be classified at the lower level.
(U) Executive Order 13526 prescribes that the authority to classifY information
originally may be exercised only by individuals authorized by the President, the
Vice President, agency heads, or other officials designated by the President. E. 0. 13526
defines "original classification" as the initial determination that information requires, in
the interest of the national security, protection against unauthorized disclosure. The
President has delegated original classification authority to the Director, CIA who has, in
turn, delegated original classification authority tQIA officials. To make an original
classification decision, an authorized individual must determine if the information meets
the following standards:
•
•

•

(U) The information is owned, controlled, or produced by or for the
US Government.
(U) The information falls within one or more of the eight categories of
information described in Section 1.4 ofE.O. 13526, such as intelligence
activities, intelligence sources or methods, or cryptology.
(U) The unauthorized disclosure of the information reasonably could be
expected to result in damage to the national security, which the original
classification authority is able to identifY or describe.

By definition, original classification precedes all other aspects of the security classification
system, including derivative classification, safeguarding, and declassification.
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.--------'-(U) According to }\gency RegulationC
..
.
.
.
.
. . ..
. ··~
·lall cleared Agency personnel-staff, detailees, and contractorsare authonzed to applyderivative classification in accordance with E.O. 13526.
Information may be derivatively classified from a source document, or through the use of
a classification guide.

L

.

-

(b)(3)

(U) Federal departments and agencies may implement a system of restrictive caveats
that can be applied to classified information in the form of dissemination controls and
handling instructions. These caveats are not classifications, rather, they prescribe how
classified information can be distributed or shared. Only those dissemination controls
and handling instructions approved by the ISOO or, with respect to Intelligence
Community organizations, by the Director ofNational Intelligence (DNI), may be used.
(U) RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(U) CIA Classification Program
Management Is Generally Effective

(U//F<X.lp) CIA classification policies, procedures, and regulations are consistent
with federal requirements and have supported implementation of an effective
classification management program. CIA's classification management program is
administered by the CIA Office ofthe Chieflnformation Officer, Information
Management Services (IMS). IMS provides an array of classification services and tools
ranging from classification policy guidance to classification management software.
According to IMS officials, there are~-tiA Information Management Technical
Officers (IMTOs) who are deployed within various CIA components and assist personnel
in accessing, protecting, organizing, and preserving their information in accordance with
federal and CIA regulations. IMTOs are trained in classification standards and provide
guidance in making classification decisions and applying classification markings. IMS
has also established a procedure for individuals to challenge CIA classification decisions
and a process for adjudicating classification challenges.
(U) CIA Exercise of Original Classification Authority

WlAgency GuidancC

.=:J

.
··
·
.
· ·· .. ..
lis!Lj::IA positions that have original classification authority: the Director, CIA and
[ -:::Jlositions delegated authority by the Director, CIA. OfthL.J::IA officers that have
been delegated original classification authority, only one officer has exercised this
authority in the last five years. The only CIA officer to exercise original classification
authority in the last five years is the Chief, Classification Management and Collaboration
Group (CMCG), IMS. The incumbent in this position is an expert in information and
classification management with over 30 years of experience. The Chief, CMCG
adjudicates classification challenges, and his staff is responsible for developing and
administering the Agency's classification training program.
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(U) We reviewed the four original classification decisions made by the Chief, CMCG
in FY 2012. In each instance the Chief, CMCG documented the rationale behind his
classification decisions and why the information was not covered by an existing citation
According to the Chief,
in the CIA National Security Classification GuideC
CMCG, the CIA National Security Classification Guide is updated every five years, and
these original classification decisions will be addressed, as appropriate, in the next
revision of the Guide, which is planned for 2015.

J

(U) As prescribed by 32 Code ofFederal Regulations (C.F.R.) Part 2001, persons
having original classification authority are required to receive training in proper
classification prior to ori,inally classifying information and at least once per calendar
_ incorporates these requirements and provides for suspending
year thereafter./
original classification authority for persons who fail to meet training requirements.
:=]current CIA officers having original classification authority
Although onlyL _ _
have completed training, the training requirement must be satisfied before the authority is
exercised. The Chief, CMCG has completed required training.

(b)(3)

(b)(3)
(b)(3)

(U) CIA Exercise of Derivative Classification Authority

(U) l _ _
_jstates that all cleared Agency personnel-staff, detailees, and
contractors-are authorized in accordance with E.O. 13526 to apply derivative
classification. According to the Chief, CMCG and CIA reporting to ISOO, CIA
personnel made more than 27 million derivative classification decisions in FY 2012.
Unlike many other federal agencies, the CIA has maintained a single, comprehensive
classification guide rather than individual guides for projects, programs, or categories of
information.

(b)(3)

(U) In response to an E.O. 13526 requirement, IMS undertook a review of the CIA
National Security Classification Guide. The review concluded that greater precision in
intel~ence disciplines that are
the use of the guide might be ac. hieved if th~
represented in the guide, e.gL__
_
_ ere reviewed by subject
matter experts (SMEs) in each discipline. A team of classification guidance professionals
have engaged with the SMEs to examine in detail why specific aspects of CIA business
processes, tradecraft, and operations are classified and to identify those a~ts that are
not. IMS plans to expand the guide to include appendices for each of theL_~ntelligence
disciplines to provide detailed guidance for CIA officers when making denvative
classification decisions.

.!kev

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(U~~) Although CIA policies adhere to federal standards for managing
classification, there are some areas of classification management that should be
improved.
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(U) CIA Self-Inspection of Its Classification
Management Program Needs To Be Strengthened

(UJ!Fb{JO) The CIA's fiscal year (FY) 2012 self-inspection of its classification
management program and report of the self-inspection did not fully comply with the
standards prescribed in E.O. 13526 and the requirements of32 C.F.R. Part 2001Classified National Security Information. CIA's self-inspection report, submitted to the
ISOO on 14 December 2012, did not address all of the required program areas and lacked
sufficient details in certain areas. The report's statement regarding required classification
training implied that the CIA's computer-based, derivative classifier training had been
fully implemented, which was not the case for FY 2012.
(U) E.O. 13526 requires each federal agency to establish and maintain an ongoing
self-inspection program and to report annually to the Director of the ISOO the results of
the agency's self-inspection. 32 C.F.R. Part 2001 prescribes specific standards for
establishing and maintaining a self-inspection program. The self-inspection is to include
reviews of representative samples of original and derivative classification decisions,
declassifications, safeguarding of classified information, procedures for assessing
security violations, security education and training, and management and oversight. In
addition, the self-inspection is to assess actions taken or planned to correct deficiencies in
the classification management program and identify best practices in classification
management. The self-inspection report is required to include a description of the selfinspection program and a summary ofthe findings from the self-inspection.
(U) In a 6 March 2013 letter to the Director, IMS the Director, ISOO outlined
deficiencies in the CIA's FY 2012 self-inspection report that had been noted by the ISOO
staff:
•

•

•
•

(U) The report included only a partial description of the CIA's selfinspection program and did not fully describe its structure,
approach, frequency, coverage, and reporting.
(U) The report provided an assessment of the fmdings of the CIA's
self-inspection program for a majority, but not all, of the required
program areas.
(U) The report answered less than half of the focus questions that
apply to CIA.
(U) The report provided the types and percentages of discrepancies
found during the annual review of classification actions, but failed
to provide the volume of classified materials reviewed.

According to the Chief, CMCG, an ISOO staff member advised that the number of
documents reviewed in CIA's testing of derivative classifications was not sufficient to
meet the standards of32 C.F.R. Part 2001.
7
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(U//FOOO) Our review of the CIA's self-inspection report found that although most
of the required program areas were addressed, the report included few details on several
of the areas. For example, the section of the report addressing security violations states
that the number of violations by CIA employees continues to be relatively low, but the
report does not cite the number of security violations that occurred in FY 2012 or
whether the number decreased or increased over previous years. The report states that
CIA chose not to evaluate declassification actions in its FY 2012 self-inspection but
provides no explanation for that decision. In addition, the report references the CIA's
mandatory classification management training program. Although C~equires
derivative classification training, only 43 percent of CIA personnel have completed the
training.

(b)(3)

(U) IMS officials told us that, because IMS resources had been devoted to
implementing other requirements ofE.O. 13526, for example the review of the CIA
classification guide, limited IMS resources were available to conduct the self-inspection
of the CIA's classification management program. IMS is working to develop procedures
to more effectively and efficiently conduct the self-inspection and prepare the report of
the self-inspection for submission to the ISOO in FY 2013.
(U) Recommendation 1--{

--------

(b)(5)

J

---'--~----------~-----'--,

(U) The Director, IMS concurs with this recommendation. In comments on a draft of
this report, he stated that IMS chose not to include information about CIA's
declassification program as part of the FY 2012 self-inspection because the CIA
declassification program undergoes regular inspections by the ISOO staff. According to
the Director, IMS, CIA's declassification program has been repeatedly identified·by
ISOO as a "best practice" throughout government.
·
(U) Required Derivative Classification
Training Has Not Been Fully Implemented

(U) CIA has not established a derivative classification training program that satisfies
the E.O. 13526 requirement that persons who apply derivative classification markings
receive training in the proper application of derivative classification principles at least
once every two years. E.O. 13526 prescribes that derivative classifiers who do not
complete such training at least once every two years will have their authority to ,ru>Plv
derivative classification markings suspended until they complete such training. L_ -.-=-__j
establishes a requirement for biannual training for derivative classifiers and provides for

(b)(3)
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suspending derivative classification authority for those who fail to meet the training
requirement.
(U) All CIA employees receive classification training when they enter on duty. A
mandatory, computer-based derivative classification refresher training course was
deployed in 2012. However, according to the Chief, CMCG, insufficient band-width
restricted the number of CIA personnel who were able to access the derivative
classification training course, and only 43 percent of CIA personnel completed the course
__]requires training only every other year, the computer-based
in 2012. Although .
training course states that the training is an annual requirement for all derivative
classifiers. The Chief, CMCG told us that completion of the computer-based derivative
classification training course will be made an annual requirement by revision ofL
when the course is effectively implemented. A 2013 version ofthe course has been
developed and is being tested to ensure that it is deployed with adequate band-width.

(b)(3)

I

(b)(3)

(U) Recommendation ~

(b)(3)
(b)(S)

(U) The Director, IMS concurs with this recommendation.
(U) Classification Markings for Finished Intelligence
Are Not Fully Compliant With Current Standards

(U) Derivative classification markings in CIA finished intelligence products are not
always consistent with the guidance and standards prescribed by the ISOO. The ISOO
booklet, Marking Classified National Security Information, revised 1 January 2012,
prescribes classification markings for derivatively classified documents. The booklet
provides guidance on the components of the classification banner' and classification box,
classification duration, and placement of portion markings. Except in extraordinary
circumstances, or as approved by the Director, ISOO, the marking of classified
information may not deviate from the prescribed formats.

(b)(3)

(U//F~O) We reviewed a statisticalsample ofOfmished in!elli::Jce reports
.
an enterprise
from calendar year 2012 posted to theC
website hosted by CIA that provides intelligence analysis, clandestine repo~ingj and
open source content to policymakers and the Intelligence Community. The
finished

(b)(3)
(b)(3)

3

(U) Classification banners appear at the top and bottom of each page of a classified document and include
information such as classification level, sensitive controlled information markings, and dissemination control
markin s.
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intelligence reports were derived from[ ___jintelligence reports and open source
documents. In conducting our review, we examined a sufficient number of source
documents to assess the classification markings appended to the finished intelligence
reports. We assessed the content of classification blocks and other required classification
markings, such as portion markings. In total, we tested 16 attributes concerning
classification level and markings.

(b)(3)

(U) We found no instances of over-classification in theQnished intelligence
reports we reviewed. However, we found numerous errors with how required
information was presented in the reports' classification blocks and with the portion
marking of the reports. Some of the errors resulted from the CIA's automated
classification management tool (CMT) not being updated to reflect current classification
marking standards. Other errors were the result of internal processes for postintf" ~
articles. Errors caused by the outdated CMT involved:

(b)(3)

•

(U!!Fb{JO) Declassification Instructions: Seventy-five percent of the
sampled reports had inaccuracies in the declassification instructions in the
classification block. Discrepancies included: use of a 50-year
declassification date when there was no sensitive human source
information to justify the extended period of classification; and use of
"25Xl-Human," which is no longer an authorized designation for
declassification. CIA internal guidance states that the use of
"25Xl-Human" was eliminated with E.O. 13526. However the CMT still
allows derivative classifiers to select this declassification marking.

•

(U) Inclusion of a Classification Reason: Twelve percent of the sampled
finished intelligence products included in the classification block a
"Classification reason" line, which is no longer required for derivatively
classified documents.

Errors caused by weaknesses in internal processes for postinC__]articles involved:
•

•

(U) Identification of the Classifier: Ninety-two percent of the fmished
intelligence reports in our sample did not have a "Classified by" line in the
classification block. Derivative classifiers should be identified by name
and position or by a unique personal identifier, in a manner that is
immediately apparent on each derivatively classified document. The CMT
automatically populates the "Classified~y" liJe. However, for finished
intelligence products published on thf _ _ _the CMT stores the
classifiers' information but does not display the information.

(U//F~) Clas~ification Source: Thirty-nine percent of the fmished
intelligence reports in our sample did not accurately identify the
classification source in the "Derived from" line, as prescribed by the ISOO
classification marking booklet. The "Derived from" line identifies the
source document or classification guide used to classify the document.
10
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When using multiple source documents, the "Derived from" line should be
marked "Multiple Sources" and a list of those sources should be included
with the report. However, based on proce~s used for the publication of
fmished intelligence reports on th{
hen a source document
includes a sensitive controlled information marking in the classification,
only that source document is listed on the "Derived from" line of the
report, regardless of the classifications of other source documents. This
practice does not comply with ISOO guidance.
•

(U) Identification ofMultiple Sources: Twenty-three percent of the
fmished intelligence reports in our sample that accurately cited "Multiple
Sources" in the "Derived from" line of the classification block did not
include sufficient information in the source list to identify all source
documents. For example, information on some source documents was
limited to identifying the federal agency that produced the documents, but
did not include titles, document numbers, or dates.

•

(U) Portion Marks: Fifty-three percent of the fmished intelligence reports
had portion marks at the end of the portions to which the marks applied.
According to the ISOO classification marking booklet, portion marks
should precede the portions to which they apply. This issue appears to be
the result of a delay in implementing a change regarding the placement of
portion marks, which has since been resolved. Current~ )articles
correctly placed portion marks at the beginning of the portions to which
they apply.

(U) Although CIA guidance has been updated to reflect current classification
requirements, the CMT and procedures for publication ofC_luticles have not been
updated and fully deployed. The CMT is an automated tool that is intended to assist
derivative classifiers in correctly classifying and marking classified information. The
CMT should inc,Q!QQrate current standards for classification markings. In addition,
]need to consult with IMS to develop procedures to ensure that
managers of th( _
]are
classification markings and the classification block on articles published in the[
fully compliant with current ISOO marking requirements.
RecQmmendatio~----=~~-

-

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(b)(3)

(b)(3)
(b)(3)

---·---~-

(b)(3)
(b)(5)

- - · - - · - - · - .- - · · - - - - - -

------------
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(U) Director, IMS concurs with this recommendation. In comments to a draft of this
report, he stated that due to the complexity of updates to CIA systems worldwide, the
updated version of the CMT, made available to intelligence community agencies in
September 2012, has not yet been fully deployed at CIA. The completion of the update
process to bring all CIA users into compliance will take some time. He also stated that
some errors in classification markings are caused by user error and cannot be corrected
with the updates made to the CMT.
(U) Recommendatiof!.!L ~------ _ _ __
(b)(3)
(b)(S)

I

(b)(3)

~U)

In comments on a draft of this report, the Directo.r and Mcin~ditor of the
C __::]stated that he concurs with the recommendation, and that th
evelopment
[featured content items.
team is working to update the classification block of all [

(b)(3)
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Exhibit A
(U) Objectives, Scope, and Methodology
(U) This evaluation was conducted in response to a requirement contained in the
Reducing Over-Classification Act, Public Law 111-258 (7 October 2010). The Act
requires the Inspector General of each US department or agency with an officer who is
authorized to make original classifications, in consultation with the National Archives
and Records Administration, Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO), to conduct
no less than two evaluations of that department or agency. In accordance with the Act,
the objectives of this evaluation were to:
•

•

(U) Assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures,
rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and effectively
administered within the CIA.
(U) Identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or
management practices that may be contributing to persistent
misclassification of material.

The first evaluation is to be completed no later than 30 September 2013. The second
evaluation will review progress in addressing the results of the first evaluation and is to
be completed no later than 30 September 2016. This review focused on whether CIA is
in compliance with the requirements and standards set forth in Executive Order
(E.O.) 13526, Classified National Security Information, and 32 Code of Federal
Regulations (C.F.R.), Part 2001, Classified National Security Information, for a uniform
system for classifying and safeguarding national security information.
(U) The scope of the evaluation included an assessment of CIA regulations,
classification management process and procedures, fiscal year 2012 reporting to the
ISOO, classification training programs, and the accuracy of classification markings
appended to fmished intelligence reports issued in calendar year 2012. To accomplish
evaluation objectives, we:

(U) Reviewed Public Law 111-258; Executive Order (E.O.) 13526;
32 C.F.R. Part 2001; ISOO guidance for self-inspection programs; the
ISOO booklet, Marking Classified National Security Information; CIA
regulations; and internal CIA guidance issued by the Office of the Chief
Information Officer, Information Management Services.
• (UIIFO\l.O) Interviewed the CIO, IMS, Classification Management and
Collaborihon Group sta£f; :qirectorate of Intelligence (DI) analysts;C ~
[_
···--·
Jmanagement; National Geospatial Intelligence
Agency analysts detailed to CIA; Information Management Technical
Officers; Human Resources Policy officers; Offi~e of Security management;
and~.
.
~instructor.

•

1
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•

•
•
•

(U) Participated in working group meetings and conference calls with
OIG officers from other federal agencies who were conducting Public
Law 111-258 reviews of their agencies.
(U) Reviewed Original Classification Authority designations, classification
decisions, and training records.
(U) Reviewed the FY 2012 derivative classification computer-based
refresher training course and completion records.
(VIIF~) Tested a statistical sample of~_lDI finished intelligence
products published on thL ~o determine if the classified documents
were in compliance with classification standards contained in ISOO booklet,
Marking Classified National Security Information, dated 1 January 2012.
Because classification marking guidance was updated I January 2012, we
. chose a sample of fmished intelligence products published between
1 January and 31 December 2012. We chose finished intelligence because
the universe of fmished intelligence was well-defined, fmished intelligence
is intended to be shared, and finished intelligence was not examined in the
most recent CIA self-inspection. We worked with a statistician to develop
our testing methodology and select a sample of fmished intelligence
DI intelligence reports
products. We obtained a complete list of the[.
created from 1 January 2012 through 31 December 2012. With a confidence
level of90 percent and expected error rate of five percent, we selected a
statistical sample size of[]using the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA) statistical sample tables. We tested
16 attributes with regard to classification markings.

(U) We conducted this evaluation from March to June 2013. We believe the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on
our evaluation objectives. We received comments on a draft ofthis report from the
Director, Information Management Services; Office of the Chieflnformation Officer; and
Director and Managing Editorc=-J
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Exhibit B
(U) Recommendations
lll_.Q.ecommendation 1-f ___ - -

-----=--=--=---=--:::::1

(b)(3)
(b)(S)

J!!}__Recommendation 2[----~-~---_-1
(b)(3)
(b)(S)

------------.-------

...

r-··-----

(lJ) Recommendation~

_. _ _ .

(b)(3)
(b)(S)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - - - - -

(U) Recommendation~==-======

_ _ _ _____j

----·--]
-

(b)(3)
(b)(S)

--·---··---

- - · · · - - - -

- - _ _ _ _ __ _ j

(U) The status of the significant recommendation will be included in the Inspector
General's semiannual reports to the Director, Central Intelligence Agency.
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Exhibit C

(U) Evaluation Team

(U//FO~O)

This report was prepared by the Office oflnspector General.
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